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by Peg Warner
Staff Writer
Administration and OffCampus Board representatives
Sunday called Bumstock a success despite an apparent
disagreement about whether
Bumstock organizers adhered to
,an agreement with the administration regarding the type
of music that would be played
after dark.
"We're real happy about
it," said Craig Freshley, one
of the organizers. "We've heard
nothing but good things about
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Black. of Cape Town, South Africa are seen here
displaying their anger during a recent funeral. Violent acts
against blacks occur frequently in South Africa because

Thomas Aceto, vice president
for student and administrative
services, said, "My impression
is that the students did a great
job of organizing and planning."
Both Aceto and Freshley said
of its apartheid policy. For a closer look at apartheid and
there
was some disagreement as
how it affects UMO read the 4-page special issue inside
to whether the OCB had retoday's Daily Maine Campus. (AP photo
neged on an agreement to keep
noise down after dark by not
allowing certain types of
music
Aceto, who said he "stopped
in" at the concert late in the
director of police services, said evening, said there was not to be
Also under the stipulations
the charge to have a UMO any rock music after dark, but
for allowing alcohol at the
celebration is the condition that
police officer work security at said at 10 p.m., he heard a rock
an event such as the senior band that "created problems."
there be sufficient security to
celebration depends on the ofprevent anyone from taking
Freshley, however, said the
ficer's rank and how long the agreement stipulated that after
alcohol into the event, and to
officer has been working at dark, only acoustic music
prevent anyone from attending
UMO.
who shows signs of already havwould be allowed, meaning
The total costs for the enter- there would be no electric ining consumed a considerable
tainment, security, and shuttle struments, although the sound
quantity of alchohol.
bus were unavailable at press would still be amplified througfs,.
The security staff will consist
time
of paid students and several
the microphones.
Condon said students will be
members of the UMO police
-said,
The last band to play, hr
able to purchase tickets in ad- was a bluegrass band called the
department.
gate.
vance or at the
William Prosaer, assistant
Kinsman Ridgerunners.
Freshley said theorganizers
weren't instructed to "turn it
off." Aceto Said he wouldn't
comment further until he
with the problems these people them (signed decertification discuss& it with the organicards) than we need (about 30 zers,
are having with their current
percent) and I don't think there„
, The Bumstock program
representatives."
is any way the Teamsters can featured 12 acts, including two
spring,
Lorenzo
Since last
poetry readings and a political
Severance, one of the organizers stop us."
of the Committee of ConHe also said that on Tuesday dramatization by the Maine
Peace
Action Committee in procerned Friends, has been
he will meet with an official
visiting UMaine system schools from the Maine Labor Rela- test of apartheid.
Freshley said he thought this
tions Board in order to file the
and obtaining support from
employees who like himself, are approximate10/43 decertifica- year was the first time such nonmusical acts had been included
dissatisfied with current tion cards. .
Both Severance and Victoria in Bumstock.
Teamsters representation and
"We wanted to provide some
Dumont, also a committee
want to decertify from the
stuff other than music," he
member, said MSEA wanted
union.
Severance said he expected them to collect signed decer- said.
Freshley said, the size of the
the board to vote for the elec- tification cards from 60 percent
crowd was hard to estimate, but
tion, but that he was "sur- of the 566 employees before filnoticed that "because of the noprised that there was that many ing them with mi..ga
alcohol policy, people probably
people who voted for it.
Before an election can be
went home to drink. A lot more
"MSEA must feel as confi- held, MLRB must count the
probably showed up than may
dent as we do that MSEA will cards to decide if there is a
have been these at any given
win in an election," Severance
(see
ELECTION
page
2)
time."
said. "We legally have more of

Senior Celebration to cost students $6
by Stephen R. Macklin
Staff Writer
Students attending Senior
Celebration this year will have
to pay a $6 admission according to the chairman of the committee planning the event.
Jeff Stewart said the $6 fee
would be used to cover the costs
of entertainment and security at
the celebration.
"After figuring out the costs,
we decided we would have to
charge the $6," Stewart said.

Mark Condon,'a member of
the celebration planning committee, said the money raised by
the fee would also be used to
cover the cost of a bus service
to provide transportation to and
from the event.
Under the guidelines by
which alcohol is to be allowed
at the celebration, a continuous
shuttle bus will be provided to
key off-campus locations in
Orono and Old Town to reduce
the number of cars driven to
and from the event.

MSEA votes for election against Teamsters
by Doug Ireland
Staff Writer
The board of directors of the
Maine State Employee's
Association on Friday voted
overwhelmingly in favor of
bolding an election between
MSEA and the Teamsters
Union to determine which labor
organization will represent
UMaine system trade and
maintenance employees.
The board's 14-1 vote to hold
an election was a result of
UMO's Committee of Concerned Friends' efforts to obtain
support for an election from approximately, 50 percent of the
566 employees, said Robert
Ruhlin, MSEA's vice president.
"We will be looking forward
to the election," Ruhlin said

shortly after Friday's vote "The
election will be held during the
middle or the end of June, but
if the Teamsters want to fool
around it may not be held until
July."
Ruhlin said the election
should run smoothly, unless
representatives from Teamsters
Local 48 interfere with the election's organization,
He also said MSEA will
schedule meetings with workers
at the UMaine system's seven
universities and assign staff
members to meet with the
employees.
"They
(the
employees) would have input
and a chance with us to solve
their problems if MSEA is
elected," Ruhlin said. "The
main focus of our campaign
will be that MSEA can deal
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Study -says poor, minority students unaware of aid
WASHINGTON (CPS) — Poor and
minority high school students do not
know about college financial aid, and
many are not enrolling in college as a
result, the authors of a recent study
conclude.
In a broad indictment of colleges, and
federal and state financial aid officials,
authors- cif she National Student Aid
Coalition (NSAC) said the current
system for disseminating financial aid
information is woefully inadequate.
"There are all kinds of pieces missing
from a comprehensive information
system," NSAC spokeswoman Linda
Berkshire said.
The 37-page NSAC report, released
early this year, said the disadvantaged
students who need financial aid the most
don't have access to information about
aid programs because colleges do not
recruit inner city students.
Even-more damning, the report said
available reference guides to aid frequently are outdated, inaccurate or difficult to understand.
The systems for telling students about

Classifieds

the oft-changing rules and funding levels
for many programs can't keep up with
all the changes, the report said.
The report also said nontraditional
students, such as adults who want to
continue their formal education, face
similar obstacles because the government
counts on high schools to tell students'
about aid.

Orono apartments I and 2 bedroom apart.
MOM for rent in central Orono location/excellent condition. Call 8663248 or 866-2518
after 5 pM.

LOST Dark blue vela.,sidle in vicinity of
Memorial Union. Contains important
papers and ID.. RENARD. Call Chris at
866.3035.

College Ase approx. 20 acres on Stillwater
River for sale Inquire Visere, 811
Chuckanut Short Rd. Bellingham, wash.
98226
hours
Help Wanted: clean house. 2
Saturdays, June - October on Mt. Desert
Island. Call 866-2384 below 8 a.m. or
after 6 pm.

_

Orono Apartments for rent. I - 2 - 3
bedroom. Lease & deposit 11 monthl,
Availability immediate' June 1 - Sept. I.
Welker Apertments, Call 866.5560 betore
800 a.m. or ther MOO pm...
Classifieds sire Si SO ire the lint dvent, cords sod
I0 tent, tor kkrh additiunal kind.

percent of the aid funds disseminating
information on what's available, the
report said.

significant number of people who want
an election. In January, members of.
MSEA's board of directors agreed that
if 60 percent of UMaine's trade and
maintenance employees signed the cards
and were in favor of holding an election,
the election could be held." Ruhlin
said.
"We wanted 60 percent," Ruhlin
said, "because we felt that if they had
only 30 percent it might not be worth
holding an election. But we discovered

(continued
they have a very significant (number-of
cards) showing." However two weeks
ago, David Berg secretary-treasurer of
Teamsters Local 48, said the committee
wasoperating under "false pretense" anddid not have the surplus of signed cards
they said they had. Berg could not be
reached for comment Sunday night.
Although Teamsters Local 48 business
agent Paul Miragliuolo said the
Teamsters was not aware of MSEN's
final decision to take part in the election.

page II)

from

the union will- be prepared to battle
MSEA for the rights to continue
representing Uhlaine system employees.
,
00.cattle elec.
"I think in the out
tion the Teamsters will be the win-. .ners," Miragliuolo said. "It is too early to say what action we will take until we hear the official word from
MLRB. I have been meeting with people on the campuses and will continue'
to do so."

* Police Blotter *
UMO police responded to a
report of a stolen vehicle Saturday
by two Augusta men who apparently were not authorized to be
using the vehicle.
The men told police they had
borrowed a car belonging to a student at Kents Hill School in Kents
Hill to visit a friend at Phi Kappa
Sigma fraternity. They said they
could not locate him at first and
in the meantime went to visji_a
friend in Dunn Hall.
But when contacted at the
school, the owner reportedly told
police that one of the two men
stored the car for her at his house,
and she didn't know they had
used it for the weekend. The two
left the car at Dunn Hall Friday
after finally contacting the friend
at the fraternity. He picked them
up in his car and the car they drove
was left at Dunn Hall overnight.
The three returned to the fraternity without going back to the
dormitory.
Upon going to get the car the
next day, the Augusta men found
it wasn't where they thought they.
had parked it. They called
UMOPD and gave a general
description, which was then broadcast over police radio. The only
description available from the
police report was that the car had
Vermont license plates.

Orono police reported- ShortlY —
after the broadcast that at 8:15
p.m. Friday, an officer had
chased a car fitting the description
driven into Talmar Wood and that
two subjects had fled on foot. The
Augusta men, one of whom told
police the keys had been left in the
car's ignition, identified that car as
the one that had been stolen. The
owner of the car did not press
charges against the two men.
It was not known Sunday
whether charges would be filed in
connection with an incident during a concert Friday night in.the
Memorial Gymnasium in which a
security worker at the concs. t tried to block the UMO
baseball team from entering the
locker room upon returning from
an away game.
The student reportedly tried to
block the team from entering the
locker room at a concert by
General Public and the Charlie
Peacock Band because the bands
were using it as a dressing room.
A UMO police officer, however,
told the student the team would be
allowed to enter the locker room a
few at a time to get their belongings. According to the police
report, the student worker then got
"obnoxious," said he was in
charge of the concert, was paying
the officer's wages and the officer
was to do as he was told.
At that point, according to the

report, an aisistant baseball-coach
entered, and the student grabbed
him. The officer pulled the student
off and told him if he interfered
anymore he would be arrested
Terrance P. F-aherty, 18, of
Lisbon Falls, was summonsed at
8:40 p.m. Saturday on Long Road
for driving a motor vehicle with a
blood-alcohol content greater than
.02, the maximum for those under
age 20. At the same time, he was
summonsed for operating a motorcycle at night without a proper
license.
.
—
Marc A. Bourgoin; 17, of
Auburn. was summonsed for illegal transportation of alcoholic
beverages at 1:15 a.m. Saturday on
Flagstaff Road.
Mark J. Poisson, 23,95 Otis St.,
Bangor, was summonsed for
operating a motorcycle at night
with only a permit at 12:01 a.m.
Friday on Sebago Road.
Kevitt.1. Shea,21, 202 Hart Hall,
was summonsed for failure to stop
at a stop sign at 8:20 p.m. Saturday at the corner of Sebago and
Munson roads,
Dean E. Norris,
- 31,%O College
Ave., Orono, was tiftrintionsed for
displaying expired registration
plates at 12:50 a.m. Friday on
Squapan Road,
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A master calendar to coordinate the
timing of financial aid programs, and a
guide geared to high school juniors and
sophomores also would help, the report

•Election

by Peg Warner
Staff Writer

C kk_ ENPEASCE seeks mmiminedarliculate
indisiduals to represent our work on
macs disarmament, acid rain and
ocean ecology in the Portland arm this summer. Hours 130-930 pm. Salary plus commission 5150-5225 week. Will train. Call.
Jeff or Marc.. 7
.3-0561.

The report faults the federal Department of Education for concentrating on
telling students how not to get federal
aid.
"They put out posters saying things
like the best way not to get financial aid
is not to register for the draft and not
repay student loans," Berkshire said.
Suites spendiess thaireme-half o

Coming Soon'

Affordable Condos at Evergreen
in
"The Woods"

Starting at $36.000, consider owning a one-bedroom condominium at Evergreen in "The Woods." We can show you why it may cost you or your parents less at Evergreen then in the
dorms. Call for our brochure and visit our model by appointment.
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DISCUSS,

TO

GIVE

OTHER SUPPORT.

See us in the Union
May 1
8:00 a.m. - 5:00

Property Investments

Realtors
942-4815

This is not an offer to sell unite at Evergreen. This offering may only be made by
the offering
statement.
Black Bears-live in "The Woods"
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I Nerd
4 Greek letter
6 Talk idly
11 Dodd grape
13 Sovereigns
15 Latin
comunction
16 Wealthy
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19 Third person
21 God Of one
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print
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I Before
2 Parent
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12 Therefore
14 Locations
17 Mingo vein
20 Periods or taint
23 Hebrew month
24 Spentsh for
25 Short aosei
27 FfUll cake
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World/U.S. News
Criticism of trip 'wounds'Reagan
by The Associated Press
The controversy surrounding President Ronald Reagan's planned visit to
a German military cemetery next month will not go away — and White House
Chief of Staff Donald Regan said The president is "anguished" and
"wounded" by the criticism.
In an interview on CBS, Regan said the president is going through with
the visit. Among the 2,000 graves in the Bitburg cemetery, 49 members of
the Nazi SS are buried. The visit has angered veterans and Jewish groups.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson said he is going to West Germany this week to
underscore what he calls Reagan's insensitivity to Jews and blacks, and the
governor of the German state of Bavaria said in a German newspaper interview he doesn't think Reagan should make the trip to Bitburg. Instead, he
said the president should visit a soldier's Memorial in Munich.
The cemetery trip has overshadowed the original reason for Reagan's trip
to West Germany. He will attend the annual Western Economic Summit beginning Thursday in Bonn. Reagan will confer with the leaders from"the
world's six other largest industrial democracies, trying to ease tensions over
• trade, monetary reform and domestic policieS.
Reagan leaves for Europe Tuesday to begin the talks that will attempt to
keep the world's.economy growing.

Shuttle to feature animal tests
by The Associated Press
Everything went smoothly Sunday as NASA technicians loaded 24 rats and
two monkey's into the, laboratory aboard the space shuttle "Challenger."
The shuttle is scheduled to be launched Monday on a weeklong scientific
mission. During the mission five scientists will conduct around-the-clock experiments in astronomy, life sciences, fluid mechanics and materials
processing.
The launch is expected to be picketed by animal rights activists who are
upset at plans for animal experimentation on board. but NASA flight controllers report "thumbs up" for tomorrow's blastoff scheduled for noon eastern

'Big A'hearing mores to Gardiner
AUGUSTA(AP) — A marathon hearing on the proposed Big A dam, which
began April tin Millinocket, MOWS south Monday to Gardiner, close to home
for the environmental and recreational groups opposing the project.
As the hearings resume, time ticks awky for the Land Use Regulation Commission to decide whether to approve Great Northern Paper Co. 's plan for
the 40-megawatt hydroelectric dam in Piscatuaquis county.
LU RC, which oversees development in Maine's unorganized lands, face,
a statutory June 11 deadline to make its decision. Commission Chairman Ras
Owen Jr. said Sunday he will do all he can to limit the final phase of the
hearing to two weeks. .
That would give LURC about four weeks to review a mountain of testimony
from several dozen witnesses who have testified for or against the project.
Opponents, led by the Augusta-based Penobscot Coalition to Save the West
Branch, fear the effects on the landlocked salmon fishery, on the bald eagle
habitat, and on what is described as one of the nation's best whitewater-rafting
rivers. They said alternative energy sources should be investigated more closely.

Age discrimination complaints rise
AUGUSTA (AP) — Age discrimination complaints to the Maine Human
Rights Commission rose last year by 85 percent, and the panel's executive
director said she expects the number to rise again this year.
"It's definitely a,groviing thing," Patncia Ryan said, "We may not see 80
or 90 percent this year. but.we are certainly going to see 50 or 60 percent,
—based on what we have already seen."
The 85-percent rise in the number of complaints from older people last
year is the largest in any New England state. In Maine, 137 people alleged
employment divcr.tainat ion on the basis of age last year, up from 74 in 1983.
•
A 48-percent rtse was reported in 1983.
All of thi-New England states ban employment discrimination on the basis..
of age, and the number of complaints in most of the regional states has held •
.teady since the early 1980s.

STILLWATER RIVERPLEX
APARTMENTS
Now Leasing for 1985-86
Call for Details or Appointments
to see Model Apartment
John Dudley

827-7511 Evenings
945-5681 Days

An ALCO Project

FBI agent calls UFF's
operations 'incredible'
PORTLAND CAP) — The United
Freedom Front was a sophisticated
group of nine people, including Thomas
Manning and Raymond Levasseur, who
eluded authorities for years because they.
avoided contacting friends or relatives,
an FBI agent said.
"The secret to their success was their
ability to cut their ties with the past,"
said agent James Greenleaf. "They have
the ability to assume another identity on
a moment's notice, and apparently have
the documents" to support new
identities.
The arrest last week of the 38-year-old
Manning and his wife, Carol, 29, ended
a 10-year-search for the_grottp. All nine
alleged members are accused of bombing numerous office buildings and
military installations in the New York
area.
Manning grew up in Boston but
moved,to Maine with his mother and
lived here for years. Mrs. Manning is
from Kezar Falls.
Both are charged with bank robbery.
In Maine, and Manning is charged with
murder in the shooting of a New Jersey

state trooper, though authorities do not
accuse him of the actual killing. They
allege that he was in the car with the
gunman.
When authorities arrested Levasseur,
his wife and three other alleged terrorists
last November in rural Ohio they
estimated that Manning had fled his
home shortly before they arrived.
But a search of the suspects' he
turned up 50,000 pages of documents
detailing how the group operated, and
Greenleaf termed it "incredible."
"We realized then why it took so long.-to locate them," he said. He declined.
on what the documents contained, say
ing it would all surface at the
trial.
Greenleaf said in addition to bombings in New York, the United Freedom
Front is believed to have targeted companies that do business with South
Africa for future bombing.
The group supports prison reform and
opposes U.S. involvement in Central
America and the racial segregation
policies of South Africa.

Legislature to decide
on session's length
AUGUSTA (AP) — It's been nine
years since the Legislature acted to
shorten its annual sessions, and it took
a good part of the 1976 session to get
it done.
It's reform time again this year and the
choice is whether to keep the current
system of limiting the number of days
lawmakers may meet or to substitute a
plan, promoted by the presiding officers
in both houses, that would set calendar
deadlines for adjournment.
Existing provisions for extending the
session would remain.
"Deadlines are important," House
Speaker John Martin said last week,
with nearly -STO NITS bottlenecked in
committees and nearlY-two-thirds of the.
100-day session spent.
The deadline bill has gathered dust for
a week while backers try to build on their
support.in the Senate, proving that the
bill itself is a victim of the same
phenomenon it seeks to attack.
Of course, both Martin, D-Eagle
Lake, and his counterpart at the opposite
end of the capitol, Senate President
Charles Pray, D-Millinocket, have been
around long enough to keep things in
perspective.
They can remember the 1976 session,
which convened right after the voters
restored a constitutional provision — it
had been deleted in (882— that required
lawmakers to hold annual session. Until then, sessions were officially
scheduled only once every two years,
although legislators often ended up
spending more time in Augusta because
of numerous special sessions.
On March 16, 1976, a bill reached the
floor with a recommendation from the
State Government Committee that the
first session of each legislature adjourn
by the last Friday in May, the second and

final session by- the first Friday: in
April.
Those deadlines are just a tad earlier
than the ones now being proposed —
June 15 and April 15 respectively.
The drawback was a provision that
would have allowed the Legislature toestend the session for as long as it
pleased.
"This is a bill with no real limit on the
session, an open-ended bill which will
result in the Legislature being in Fssion
longer and longer periods of time,"
argued then-Sen. Robert Clifford, DLewiston, now chief justice of the
Superior Court. He proposed limiting •
the first session to 100 days, the second_
to 50 days, providing for only limited
extensions.
It is going to really put everyone on
their toes," agreed Portland Democrat
Gerard Conley, then the minority leader
and later the Senate president, speaking
in favor of the Clifford plan.
The then-Senate chairman of the
committee, Republican Theodore Curtis
Jr. of Orono, defended the panel's
deadline proposal. He said it offered a
degree of certainty that would help both
the public and lawmakers plan better.
"Citizen legislators will have an opportunity to plan their citizen calendars,
to schedule their activities at a time when
they are reasonably certain that the
Legislature will have concluded its
work," Curtis said.
Clifford prevailed in the Senate, while
the House bought the deadline proposal
and then got bogged down on other portions of the bill, dealing with legislative
pay. Ultimately it was referred to a conference committee.
Nine years later, the speaker said.
"Deadlines are important." And here
we go again.
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Should the UMaine Foundation Divest?
BOT asks UMaine Foundation toAtvest
The University of Maine Board of Council of Colleges Ad Hoc committee from the corporation's
presence in South
trated effort by the institutions owning
Trustees called for the University of which investigated the Foundation in
Africa.
stock in companies that violated the
Maine system to divest all its holdings 1982, said in some circumstances there
"I don't think divestment ac- (Sullivan) Principles would change their
in corporations operating in South
must be some social responsibility con- complishes anything. We're (the Foundacorporate philosophy." Harper said.
Africa, ending the system's involvement nected to investment choices of the tion) not going to solve anything by jumThe Sullivan Principles are a volunin financially supporting apartheid. Foundation and South Africa is one of ping on the mini-divestment bandwagen,
tary code of conduct which numerous
However, UMO continues to receive those circumstances.
trying to force companies out of South
corporations doing business in South
funds raised through investments in cor"Is there a moral imperative that the
Africa. The ultimate loser will be the
Africa use as guidelines to avoid racial
porations doing business in South
University of Maine should not profit
ones we're trying to help," Harper
descrimination and were developed by
Africa. because the University of Maine from legalized racism? We (the Ad Hoc said.
Rev. Leon Sullivan in 1977.
Foundation refuses to divest, said a committee) think so and so does the
Harper said the blacks and coloreds
Allen said the Sullivan Principles are
LIMO philosophy professor.
BOT. But we're still getting this money in South Africa would be better off if
more of a problem than an advantage
Douglas Allen said of the nearly $IO from (corporations which invest in) stock holders of companies doing
for the blacks and coloreds living in
million the Foundation has in its invest- South Africa," Allen said.
business there pressured the companies
South Africa.
ment portfolio, more than 10 percent of .. According . to Harper, the Founds.-- to-act moreresponsibly. He said, for exOn the surface, the Sullivan Principles
it is invested in firms which do business Lion's decision to maintain investments ample, if stock holders made sure a comseem very progressive, but they merely
in South Africa.
in these corporation's is a "socially
pany was adhering to the Sullivan Princreate an illusion Of progress. They
The Foundation was created by the responsible one."
ciples — which call for non-segregation
disguise the real, corporate issues,"
Maine State Legislature in 1935 to raise
Harper said the people who would be in the workplace and fair employment
Allen said.
.money for the benefit of the University
most adversely affected by divestment
practices, it would do more good than
He said there are three reasons why
of Maine and does not fall under the are the ones which it is intended(Whelp, simply divesting of the stock.
jurisdiction of the University or the.
the blacks and coloreds who 'benefit
(see FOUNDATION page 8)
"I would think that an active, concenBOT, the treasurer of the Foundation
said.
Mt NNE sorA
Thomas D. Harper said the FounMinn's.*
Kit
M
dation was developed as an organizac.c\
tion for raising funds for the Univer'
476
, *
coikCog.?.•SIS,‘2
3oo
sity and it was given a certain amount
kr
of autonomy so outside interests
A, ; )
"6" vss•
could not undermine its fund raising
Is) c)
,j -3
mission. He said the concern about
ND
l
.-6--.1 i''
the control of the organization came
lf,
about because politicians at that time
MERV.
wanted to use the endowment funds
of the University to solve the state's
$ 417,813
fiscal problems.
The only responsibility the FounCocA-CoLA
dation has concerning the funds it
418i
$
raises is to make an annual report of
its assets, Harper Said.
ctra.
2771
Because of this autonomy., the
Foundation has been able to disregard
the request made by the BOT to divest
and has maintained more than St.4
million invested in corporations
2
, A
which do business with South Africa.
t
o r
The funds generated by these investments are channelled into UMO
by the Foundation for student and
R.J: Re-yNoLzs
faculty use.
•
LOG,Es
According to the Foundation
.t71,,373
quarterly report ending Dec. 31, 1984,
the university received $123,713.59
p,K.0
500,4
from the Foundation. Of this
amount, Harper estimated that 90
XERox
percent would go to student scholarships and 10 percent would go toward
$411, 25o"Th
Or.
professorships.
- •
NCR
Foundation director Charles Carli$21,950
sle said the primary responsibility of
the Foundation is to assure the
university receives as much funding as
TENNECO _
$-.53,1100
possible and the Foundation's finan*i'18,,575
cial responsibility may transcend
/0 #14;(4/ed an ‘-). PA.?
IBM
social issues, such as apartheid.
.0
'
5''&
"The purpose of the University of
$45-,-,°R6/4Ai
$81,goo
Maine Foundation is fiduciary
,
Pont
-....,
responsibility to student scholarships.
•:',i "x 0RI sroi......
We (lyric feel they (the founders) had
$4/ ,
1 625
tigr
E
-Fts
responsibility
prraiary
to
religious
a
issues(or)social issues. Our primary
F000s
lit 7i,961
M EDTRO N
responsibility is to administer those
$
52,65-0
$ 19,650
funds to the benefit of the student;
without getting into, political,
jr?
religious or other issues that don't
have anything to do with those companies in South Africa," Carlisle
said.
Special thanks to Kelly Mullins, Peter M. Tirschwell and Jim Emple
UM0- philosophy professor
Douglas Allen, the chairman of the
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MPAC: Foundation response insufficient
If the manner in which they have corresponded is any indication, the University of Maine Foundation doesn't take
the discussion of divestment very seriously, a member of the Maine Peace
Action Committee said Thursday.
Steve Gray said during his involvement
with the NIPAC South African subcommittee, two letters along with educational materials have beeit,sent to the
Foundation "to establish an intellectual
dialogue."
In January of 1982. Gray said he sent
the first letter to more than 30 members
of the Foundation. In the letter, he requested the Foundation share informa. lion with the sub-committee concerning
--investment in corporationS which do
business in South Africa. He also enclosed literature relevant to the issue.
"Our members have researched
various aspects of South Africa and
would be glad to share the information.
"We benefitted greatly from this kind
of exchange with members of the
University of Maine Board of Trustees
and hope to have the same opportunity
with. you.. We would appreciate your
views on the enclosed literature and on
other matters relevant tolhe Mlle of investment in South Africa. We would also
enjoy meeting with you at your convenience," the letter said.
Of the more than 30 letters sent out,
Gray said he only received replies from
two Foundation members, both replies
being hand-written on the bottom of the
original letter the subcommittee had sent
out.
One of the two responses, sent bs
Hazen H. Ayer, an honorary Foundation
member, said the members of the subcommittee should concentrate on school
work instead of international issues,
such as divestment.
"You are influenced by good motives,
I am sure. But I really think if you guys
would devote yourselves to your studies
and not worry about investments in
South Africa, the world would be much

better off," Ayers reply stated.
Gray said members of the subcommittee were shocked at the condescending tone that Ayer's reply
conveyed.

for the oundation's "almost total lack
of response" to the first letter. The second letter was more specific in requesting the Foundation to defend its
stance on mantaining investment in cor-

"... I really think if you guys would devote
yourselves to your studies and not worry about investments in South Africa, the'world would be much
better off."
—Hazen H. Ayer, an honorary
UMaine Poundation member
"We were outraged. That response
treated the sub-committee as if we were
little children. It seemed as if they didn't
treat us or the issue with any seriousness
whatsoever. It was a .really arrogant letter." Gray said.
He said the response discredited the

porations doing business in South
Africa.
-Our primary purpose in writing to
you is to ask for your response. Have you
decided to accept the recommendation
of the Board of Trustees? If you have
decided not to accept this recommenda-

"That response treated the sub-committee as if
we were little children. ... It was a really arrogant letter.
—Steve.GraN—MPAC member.-cub-committee, a group which had such
an instrumental role in the BOT's decision to call for divestment in 1982.
The seccm'd response came from
George Carlisle. the current vice president of the Foundation.
"1 have read the material you enclosed and of course I am old enough to
realize there are two sides to that question and your material does warrant consideration. I have been familiar with the
Sullivan Principles and believe them to
be the practical approach to the problem. P.S. I do not agree with the position taken by the UMO Trustees,"
Carlisle's reply said.
In November of 1983, the subcommittee sent a second letter to the
Foundation. This letter conveyed the
disappointment the sub-committee felt

tion, what is your position?
"Do you favor partial divestment? Are
you opposed to all divestment? Vie expect you to back up your position with
arguments and evidence. since these are
the criteria one expects at a university.
How and why did you arrive at your
decision? Why is your position more
justified than the alternatives?," the
sub-committee's second letter said.
The letter went on to invite the Foundation members to meet with Jennifer
Davis, a South African economist and
journalist, who was scheduled at the
time to speak as part of the UMO
Distinguished Lecture Series. It also said
if the sub-committee didn't recieve any
response from the Foundation within
one month, it would take the matter to
the media.

Foundation treasurer Thomas Harper
said he didn't "bother" the Foundation
directors with that letter.
"I really didn't spend that much time
being concerned with it. Personally, and
quite frankly, I didn't even share the article (letter) with the directors. They're
all busy and these little things like that
... I don't like to bother them with,"
Harper said.
Less than a month after the subcommittee sent the letter out, Malcolm
Jones, the president of the Foundation
at the time, sent a response.
In his letter. Jones said the Founda•
tion discussed the BOT's 1982 request to
divest at its quarterly meeting which
took place Aug. 16, 1982.
He said "after a thoughtful review and
with respect for the right of the Board
of Trustees of the University of Maine
to take the action they took," the
Foundation decided not to accept the
BOT's recommendation to divest.
Jones' letter did not offer any reasoning behind the Foundation's decision
other than they.(the Foundation) "feel
that it is our fiduciary responsibility to
act in a manner consistent with' that
which we believe_the individuals who
donated these funds would have acted for the benefit of the University of
Maine."
The letter concluded stating that, since
the Foundation fully understood the
position of the sub-committee and had
... given the sub-committee's subject
thoughtful consideration, the matter was
closed.
Gray said the Foundation's letter was
nothing more than rhetoric and it said
nothing in defense of the Foundation's
position on the issue.
"The University of Maine Foundation
hasn't felt the need to defend their position with any kind of argumentation.
"The whole point of a university is to
engage in dialogue with each other. The
Foundation isn't even bothering to
engage in the most basic level of discussion," Gray said.

Silverman opposed Foundation's investments
A closed-door presentation
supporting divestment of the
University of Maine Founda-

tion by then-UMO president
Paul Silverman and Philosophy
Professor Douglas Allen and

Paul Silverman

the executive officers at the
Bangor Savings Bank in
February of 1983 resulted in no
change in attitude of the Foundation concerning divestment,
Allen said.
"We made our presentation
to the five executive officers. I
tried to educate them about
apartheid, the recommendations the University of Maine
Board of Trustees concerning
divestment and how money
could be. made by not investing
in companies that do business
in South Africa," Allen said.
"Silverman's argument was a
classic moral one, Allen said.
"He read the founding
documents of when the university was started and that apartheid violated the principles of
the university," Allen said.
Allen
said
Silverman
developed a unique strategy.
"Silverman said he didn't want
to go to the press with the information because these people
provide UMO with a lot of
money. He wanted to work
behind the scenes because of
the adverse publicity UMO
Would receive if the story went
to print. It turned out to be a
desperate plan mainly because

Silverman had problems of his
own and was just -trying to survive,"Allen said. The Foundation officers at the hour-long
meeting were Malcolm Jones,
president; Douglas Brown, vice
president; Charles Carlisle, a
director; Ralph -Leonard, a
director; and Harold Chute, a
member.
'<The only one who exchanged conversation with us was

"Silverman's argument was a classic
moral one."
— Doug Allen
Chute," Allen said. "I
remember Chute humiliating
Silverman, he threatened
him."
"I remember Chute saying ...
'I'm just a small-fry, I don't
know much about this stuff.
But it seems to me that you people in Orono must be getting
pretty rich. I thought we were
doing a good job raising money
for Orono, but if you don't need

our money, just tell us ...
Allen said.
"After the meeting I had with
President Silverman and the
Foundation, Silverman was
quite crossed because Chute
humiliated him," Allen said.
Allen said Carlisle seemed to
be the most concerned with the
issues he and Silverman raised.
"He said, 'this is a complex
issue that needs more study"
Allen said.
Carlisle said he didn't think
the decision made at the
meeting with Allen and Silverman was irreversible. "I'm saying the issue was so complex
(hat we wanted to be sure we
weren't running off in a
panic," Carlisle -said.
Brown said, "I think Harold,
as an individual, is strong in his
opinions and has been involved
with the university system for so
long. He had some strong convictions and I think he artictilated them."
Chute said. "Doug Allen's
crazy. He's never been to South
Africa and he's just full of opinions."
"I expected Doug Brown to
say more, he hardly said
anything in the meeting,"
Allen said.
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UMO students split on divestment issue
As students across the country voiced their support for civil rights and denounced the Vietnam War in the 1960's,
once again they are articulating their
moral consciousness and convictions to
their institutions support of apartheid in
South Africa.
However, David Mitchell, president of
the UMO Conservative Student Action
Committee, said the situation which currently exists in South Africa is much different than what occurred in the 1960's.
"It's morally wrong for the South
African government to exploit its people. But why should we as students want
our universities to divest financial
resources in U.S. companies operating in
South Africa when those companies are
creating more positive change than the
government itself," Mitchell said.
He said U.S. companies in South
Africa provide educational and social
services to the black employees and their
families. "If the government refuses to
treat its people as equals, why not let the
change for equality be initiated with the
U.S. companies that are doing_ business
there," Mitchell said.
.•"I support the university's (University of Maine Foundation)investments in
South Africa for. two reasons," Mitchell said. "I truly believe that for
positive change to occur, differences
must be reconciled in a constructive
rather than ireitructive manner. I think
the corporations are doing just that,"
he said.
Mitchell said the services the companies which adhere to the Sullivan Pnnciples provide to the employees and their
families are the other means for positive
change.
"I also think its hypocritical for
students who are opposed to the Foundation's investments in South Africa to
be honestly opposing it if they are still

receiving financial aid from those investments," he said. "If their convictions are that strong, they shouldn't accept the aid."
The University of Maine Foundation
is a non-profit fund raising organization
that raises money -from alumni donations for UMO. The Foundation turns
over their investments to UMO and the
university puts the money into student
financial aid, professorships and the
president's descretionary fund.
The Foundation gave UMO about
$123,000 for its last fiscal quarter.
Elizabeth Robbins, a member of the
Maine Peace Action Committee, said, "I
think that argument about accepting
firu.ncial aid from the Foundation is unfair and ridiculous.
"Students aren't in the position to

refuse money from the Foundation. We
just aren't financially well off," she
said.
Robbins said she thinks the Foundation should divest its investments in corporations in South Africa. She said,
"The moral principles the University of
Maine Board of Trustee's used to divest
should be the same for the Foundation."
"We are an educational institution, we
have moral and social issues at hand, the
Foundation should be aware of these
issues," she said.
"MPAC wants to increase awareness
for the Foundation in the apartheid
issue. We're not going to back down on
this issue," Robbins said.
She said the level of corporate social
responsibility hasn't been that great in

The banner in front of the stage at Bumsiock indicates a feeling shared
bj many American students today IRood photot

the past. "Corporations don't want to
take social responsibility for these mat"The Foundation hasn't taken our
concerns seriously in the past," she
said. "They're going to have to start
listening to us. Things are starting to
move around the country about these
issues."
Tom Mundell, vice president of the
Conservative Student Action Committee, said, "If U.S. companies pull out of
South Africa, someone else would
definately step in to take their place. And
if these foreign companies were to take
over, they probably wouldn't treat the
people with equality as the U.S. companies have."
"The progress that has been made by
these companies to help the employees
and their families would have been done
in vain," Mundell said.
He said he respects the beliefs of
students who favor divestment for the
Foundation, but doesn't respect the
students who favor divestment yet still
accept financial aid knowing that it
comes from investments in South Africa_
"I think the government is the major
problem behind apartheid, not the corporations," he- said.
Steve Gray, a member of MPAC,said,
"UMO students should not profit from
racism in South Africa. MPAC is saying
we don't want your money made by the
exploitation of blacks,"
He said the main point MPAC is trying to stress is moral responsibility.
"There are moral and ethical issues that
the Foundation must attend to."
"U.S. corporations operating in South
Africa aren't part of positive change,
they're part of the problem," Gray
said. "I believe the Foundation's support
of companies in South Africa directly
result in murdering of the blacks in that
country."

Apartheid dehumanizes black S. Africans
Apartheid is a system which enables
the minority whites living in South
Africa to legally control and benefit
from the presence of blacks (Africans)
and coloreds (racially mixed), who have
no civil or political rights, said a UMO
philosophy professor. In a report
presented to the Council of Colleges,
Douglas Allen said the system of apartheid was initiated in 1448 by the election of the Afrikaner Nationalist Party.
This regime established a political system
which involved the expansion and intensification of earlier racist attitudes and
laws, Allen said.
The Afrikaner Nationalist regime
claimed the necessity of a seperation of
the races to guarantee racial purity, Allen
said.
Allen said as a result of the separate
development, ,the white minority has
taken control of a majority of the
material assets. He said in 1980, it was
estimated that whites composed 16 percent of the population, blacks composed 72 percent, coloreds composed 9
percent and Asians or Indians composed 3 percent.
Allen said that blacks constitute 70
percent of the work force but only
receive 26 percent of the income. He said
the average monthly wage for a black
miner in 1979 was $175 and a white
received S15,156 for the same position.
Allen said the separate development
in the area of health care could be
termed as murder.
"The separate development of health
care has resulted in an infant mortality

rate per 1,000 of 12 for whites, 69 for urban blacks and 282 for rural blacks.
There is one doctor for every.400 whites,
but only one doctor per 18,000 blacks,
including one doctor per every 40,000
rural blacks," Allen said.

committing acts which embarrass or en- monitor the blacks, Allen said, permitdanger the state," Allen said.
ting them in urban areas but regarding
He said another aspect of the law them as nothing more than migrant
guarantees any South African found workers, necessary for the economic
guilty of speaking out in favor of divest- development of the white areas.
"All Africans over the age sixteen are
ment an automatic five year prison
sentence.
required to be fingerprinted and must
The laws which the government ot
carry a pass book at all time with a
Allen said the
record of one's black homeland identification, employment permits to enter
white areas, family status and taxes. At
least 8 million blacks have been arrested
since 1961 under the pass law," Allen
said.
Allen said American computor
technology allows the whites to monitor
the blacks more easily.
Another disturbing aspect of apartheid is the governments's quick use of
the military and police power to enforce
its rules.
South African State president P. W.
Botha said on a March 22 broadcast of
ABC's Nightline, "We (the South
African police) don't shoot people protesting."
However, the day before the broadcast, South African police opened fire
on a crowd of over 3,000 blacks in
Uitenhage, killing 19 and wounding at
South African blacks know the risk of protest, but
These 'south
least 35, a report from the Washington'
feel
compelled to be heard. 1AP photol
Office on Africa said.
The irony surrounding the recent
South Africa enacted to protect the theid legislation is the Abolition of
apartheid system are degrading and Passes and Coordination of Documents shooting, Allen said, is that the blacks
and
coloreds had gathered to mourn the
Act
of 1952. He said the act, sometimes
dehumanizing, Allen said. "The Tervictims of another shooting, the
rorism Act of 1967 allows indefinite in- called the pass act, applies only to
massacre which occured 25
Sharpeville
communicado detention without charge Africans (blacks) and defines where they.
years earlier and is resulted in the death
or trial. It calls for a minimum of five can live and work.
of 69 blacks.
The pass act allows the whites to
years and even the death penalty for
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Report prompts BOT to divest in 1982
The University of Maine Board of
Trustee's divested almost $1.9 million in
1982. Al that time, a report that in-,estigated the University of Maine
holdings in corporations operating in
south Africa, prepared by UMO faculty, provided the crucial educational information_ tikat _directly affected the
BOT's 10-2 decision to divest, said the
NOT chairman.
Joseph Hakanson, said, "The report
investigate the situation, irr
to the efforts of the Maine Peace Action
Committee, was the document the(130T)
trustee's used to delibrate and debate the
Issue. It made everyone aware of theprol)lem.."

"I don't think there has been any forfor blacks as well as whites in all aspects
Thert page 5it-110c—COmmittee report
prepared by Douglas Allen, professor of of life, with the likely prospect of par- mal dialogue between the University of
Foundation and the BOT since
Maine
muchphilosophy who served as chairperson; -tial divestment in the future. After
Paul Bauschatz, associate professor of dicussion, the trustee's rejected this op- the divesture action," Hakanson said.
Thomas Harper, the Foundation's
English; Thomas Duchesneau, chairman tion, Allen said, on the basis that..fhe
treasurer, said, "The Foundation direcprinciples were inadequate.
of the economics department and Albert
The option that the BOT and the ad- tors discussed it (the BOT divestment) at
Klinge, professor of agricultural
engineering, recommended three options
hoc comittee finally agreed to was total their meeting and decided not to." t
diveithrof universitytiold(ngs in-cor—- ' - "The- traction 4 got tfrom -people
to the BOT.
associated with the Foundation when the
porations operating in South Africa.
The first option was to take no action
Allen said, "I followed the whole pro- trustee's divested was negative. I haven't -on the university's investments, which -ems Of Hak.anson's decision to change heard froni_any Foundation donators
the BOT rejected, Allen said.
who Were in favor -of divestment,"
his view on the divestment issue."
"The process with Hakanson's deci- Harper said.
The second option, insisting that the
In March of 1981, the Council of Colsion is what education should be all
corporations adopt and implement the
about because he was open and willing leges accepted a proposal from Joe
Sullivan principles, developed in 1978 by
Fouse,
assistant professor of philosophy
said.
dialogue,"
Allen
to
exchange
Rev_ Leon Sullivan to provide equality
Allen said Hakanson was against and MPAC menther, concerning the formation
of an ad-hoc committee to inapartheid and Was interested in bringing
about significant change for the people vestigate. the university's holdings in
of South Africa. "He felt the way 4o South Africa.
Dialogue between the- BOT and
bring about change was to stay finankially involved in corporations operating in MPAC continued mairlly because then
UMO President Paul Silverman was a
South Africa," Allen said.
When it came time for the_BOT vole strong supporter _of divestment. Silverin 1982, he (Hakanson)said, 'I can see man arranged Allen's meeting with the
trustees.
that the BOT is going to vote for it.
SilvermarLbcfore the BOTyote, spoke__
think it woulthbeltel,
ter to stay in (not divest); but I'll admit privately With maiii-Orthe trustees and
are hortest4iffereness7-Allerisaid. _lobbied _far,them to sme-for_divesture.
- His moral and ethical argument„Allen
Allen has continued to exchange
dialogue about this issue 'and said said, to the BOT was the original manof the University of Maine that was
date
view,
he
changed
his
Hakanson has
thinks divestment is the right thing its established in February-of
The mandate read: ... "it shall be the
do," Allen said.
Hakanson said, -I voted the way I did duty of the Trustees. Directors. and
because I thought it was the right thing. Teachers of the College, to impress on
Now there are people who disagree with the minds of the students, the principles
me and 1 believe that they are just as of morality and justice and a sacred
moral and u_might. I iust sec things regard_to truth- love in their k'nstntr!,4„
humanity and universal benevolence ...
The BOT made a recommendation to and all other virtues which are the ornaments
of human society."
Foundation
the. University of Maine
By a vote of 10-2, the BOT voted to
concerning_ divesture after the BOT
decided to divest. Hakanson said. "We divest all of the University-of Maine
made our recommendation to the Foun- holdings in corporations operating in
dation and they decided not to accept it. South Africa,
-

Doug Allen

•Foundation
the Sullivan Principles create an illusion:
Allen said he and former UMO presi— they don't affect many blacks dent Paul Silverman communicated and
because only the blacks that work within met with the Foundation several times,
a particular company gain anything presenting them with information confrom them,
cerning the profitability of divestment
— they don't do anything about the and the damage the corporations do by
issue of apartheid and
providing an economic base for apar— they disguise the real role of the theid to exist. Allen said JOhnson has
corporation as a foundation for apar- shown little interest in picking up where-- theid. The _corporations provide the Silverman left off.
funds which allow the system of apar"I've called him on the phone and he's
theid to exist.
said 'Doug, can't we talk about
Ex-officio-Fotmdation member an
-scmserlstag MOM pte-asant. WdOesn't
president Arthur Johnson said the want to talk about it. He gets nervous.
entire divestment issue is a difficult one, He doesn't defend the investments, he
but questioned the effect divestment has just doesn't want to talk about it,"
on making a point about apartheid.
Allen said.
Johnson, who said he would meet
"I don't support apartheid — but
that's not the issue," Johnson said. "I with the Foundation, but "they haven't
think the question is who makes the asked him, said he is concerned-a6but
decisions in respect to how you get the the divestment issue, but has a more imincome for the University. I think it's fair portant issue to-deal with right now, the
to say you have to look at the situation, funding of UMO.
"We've got so many more pressing
where perhaps business dealings with
South Africa are a very small pan of a problems at the Moment. Much more
that total operation in order to make a pressing. You can start any of these
minor point about South Africa."
things (actions causing the Foundation
to divest) and spend a lot of time on
Allen, who is also a member of the
them but I'd like to have Doug Allen and
Maine Peace action Committee's subother people say, 'how can we raise
committee on South Africa, disagrees
enough money to privately fund this
and calls Johnson's statement
campus, how can we do that through the
"hypocracy.legislature, how can we do that through
"I don't respect people who say they private grants and contracts, how can we
are against apartheid. Everyone is do that through attracting more
against apartheid. None of the corpora- students,'instead of saying 'let's create
tions would ever come out and say they an issue out of something that is a small
were for apartheid. I can't respect posi• element.'I have no objection to worktions that say they're against apartheid ing on that (divestment) but to me, that's
but will do everything to profit from it. very minor compared to my other
That's just hypocracy,"Allen said.
obligations," Johnson said.

Icontinued from page 51
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The Sullivan Principles

. Ifonsegregefloo of the races in all eating, comfort and
work facilities;
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2. Equal and fair employment practices for all employees;
3. Equal pay for all employees doing equal or comparable
work for the same period of time;
4. Initiation of and development of training programs that
will prepare, in substantial numbers, blacks and other non•
whites for supervisory, administrative, clerical and technical
jobs;
-5. Increasing the number of blacks and other nonwhites in
management and supervisory positions; and
-6. Improving the quality of employees'lives outside the work
environment in such areas as housing, transportation,
schooling,
recreation
and
health
facilities.
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Maine prepares for court battle against Sears Roebuck
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AUGUSTA (AP) — As the state of
Maine gets set to square off against the
world's largest retailer in a sweeping consumer action, Attorney General James
Tierney ischallenging Sears Roebuck &
Co. to tell the customers up front just
how long those big-ticket appliances are
supposed to last,.
"This isn't an academic exercise,"
said Tierney,a combative would.be can• didate. for governor who describes
himself as a long-time Sears patron.
"We're goingJo come out of:the case
with a more precise definition of what
an implied warranty is." In a six-hour
consumer complaint scheduled to go to
trial on May 13, state prosecutors are
charging Sears with illegal bait-andswitch marketing techniques. They allege
that shoppers are lured to eight Maine
stores-by falsely advertised sales offers
and then encouraged to buy more expensive products. Sears calls the complaint
-preposterous."
Tierney's office also charges taat Sears
pressures customers to buy maintenance
contracts on their purchases that
merely duplicate warranty lights, both
expressly stated and implied, which
'tome with the product. Sears said that
isn't so either.
But th,y most controversial issuetn the

A407year-old
- ALFRED (AP)
Massachusetts man. faces sex abuse
charges following his arrest at his cottage in Acton, where he was spending the
weekend with four boys.
York County sheriff's deputies arrested Robert Dymsza of Revere, Mass.,
and charged him with three counts of
assault, four counts of unlawful sexual
contact, and one count of endangering
the welfare of a child by intimidating
him with a pistol.
He was released on 53,200 bail Sunday pending his arraignment in District
Court in Springy* Wednesday.
York County Deputy Michael
McAlavey said an off-duty' policeman
from Wells stopped four boys, three of

Aside the work
'ransportation,
facilities.

them age 15 and one 16,-as-t
along Route 109 shortly before midnight
Saturday.
They explained that they were
members of the Boy Scouts and that
Dymnza was their group leader. They
had come to Maine with their parents'
consent, but they were not on a scouting
trip.
The boys reported that they had
climbed into the attic of Dymsza's cottage on Loon pond and pulled up the
retractable stairway to separate
themselves from their host until he fell
asleep. Then they went out a window to
seek help.
McAlavey said the parents of one boy
came to the county jail and took the
boys home.

Be informed by reading
The Daily Maine Campus
********************************

Summer's coming, and Dr. Records *
.0
•
* 20 Maine Street wants to clear his LP stock out
to make room for more cassettes. *
Orono
•
866-7874
*
•
* SO...from today until May 11 (Graduation Day) *

*
*** $1.00 off every new
**
LP in the store
* No limit to purchases. Buy as Many titles as
*
*
*

you like, each will be discounted $1.00
from marked price!!

Because of a variety of factors, including use patterns, "That just isn't
As in many states, Maine law provides
consumers with implied warranty rights
that stretch beyond the express warranties offered by many retailers. However,
state prosecutors concede that the duration of an implied warranty may not be
exactly quantifiable.
.
In the Sears case, said Assistant Attorney General Peter Brann, the state will
insist that an implied warranty extenda
at least beyond the three-year maximum
maintenance contract that is offered on
many products at the time of purchase.
In its formal complaint, the state concedes that "the period of time for which
a Sears product should function in accordance with the implied warranty will
vary according to the type and frequency of use." But prosecutors argue that
"if not abused and maintained in accordance with the manufacturer's written
specifications provided at the time of the
sale, each Sears product should function
properly for its intended purposes for
the duration of the initial term of each
Sears service contract.
The state is asking for courrorders to
bar deceptive trade practices, and for
Sears to offer to refund the proceeds
from service contracts that duplicate
existing warranty rights.
Maine filed its complaint against
Sears in March 1984. In lengthy pre-trial
proceedings, prosecutors have obtained
tens of thousands of documents, most
of which have been guarded from public
view by a court protective order.
—Sears maintains that disclosure-would

harm its competitive position by
breaching trade secrets.
Settlement negotiations broke off last
summer. Both sides said this week they
expect the trial to proceed.
Al a pre-trial conference on April 16,
the judge in the non-jury trial suggested
that he would intervene only to clarify
the implied warranty questions on Sears
appliances.
"I'm going to be asking Sears in each
of these 11 appliance areas what the
useful life of each of these appliances
is," Alexander told lawyers for both
sides. "I know this is possibly a difficult
question but it goes right to the heart of
this case and I think it cuts through a
lot of legalisms."
On the issue of deceptive advertising,
Sears will argue that the state's charges
are not only false, but that the outcome
it seeks is "poor public policy,"
O'Leary said.
Besides establishing Sears-wide
policies against deceptive sales practices,
the Chicago-based retail giant has maintained a regional distribution system for
appliances and other products that was
approved by the Federal Trade Commission in a 1977 consent decree, 0'1 Parysaid.
But O'Leary said the FTC has approved the language, customers understand the delivery system, most products
can be delivered within 10 days, and the
distribution process helps Sears keep its
prices down.
"If we had to build a warehouse" for
each of the 800 Sears stores nationwide,
"we'd build that right into the cost of the
appliarim" he said.

NOTICE OF MEETING
Two Memorial Union projects, one involving the
Gameroom and the other the second floor ladies room,
are currently being considered. Specifically,thought is
being given to constructing a partition In the north end
of the billiard room to provide space for the outdoor
equipment rental program and Maine Bound, our outdoor adventure program. This requires that two game
tables be removed.
The ladies room project involves the removal of a partition and the loss of the ladies lounge in favor of a
small multi-use room.
Anyone having concern about either of these projects
is invited to attend a meeting to express their opinion.
The meeting discussing the GamerOom is scheduled
for 2:30 pm.on Tuesday, April 30th. We will discuss the
ladies lounge at 3:30 p.m. on Tuesday also. Both
meetings will be held in the FFA room of the Memorial
Union

SHMEMII
mEi

Inventory Reduction
Sale

Dr cOMparable

,r nonwhites in
Id

case, to be tried in Kennebec County
Superior Court before Justice Donald G.
Alexander, may be the state's effort to
win for Sears customers some of the
same pledges of product reliability that
the retailer obtains from its manufacturers and suppliers.
Product reliability, Tierney suggests,
is "basically, what the manufacturer
says. How long does the manufacturer
say this ought to last?"
Replies Sears' attorney John J.
O'Leary Jr.: "There isn't a court in the
country that supports their proposition." ,
The attorney general is seeking to
establish that Sears products "ought to
last for a specific period of time and the
implied warranty ought. to cover it,"
O'Leary said. "What they're after is
something I don't think that's ever been
done or doable." A court ruling for
the state, says O'Leary, "would make
Maine the only state in the country that
has this sort of implied warranty lass."
... No retailer can reasonably guarantee
reliability for "a specific period of time
of the order of magnitude that they're
offering," he said.
The state wants to argue that "every
given appliance is going to last a given
period of time," said O'Leary.

Man, 70, charged with
sexually abusing boys

all employees;

programs that
and other nonland technical

•
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Resource'Assessment Service
WORD PROCESSING AND DATA ENTRY
RAS -NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE
TYPING, MANUSCRIPT, AND. DATA ENTRY SERVICE
• Theses, Reports. Resumes, and Cove4etters
• Successful Presentation of YQ11f Ideas and Yourself Requires
Quality Printing and Formatting
• We Otter Efficient and Cost Effective Editing and Redrafting
for Customizing Your Resume and Cover Letters
• Letter Quality Printing in eVariety of Type Styles with .
Custom Page Formatting
• We Are Experienced in Presentation of Scientific and Technical
Documents with Tables and Graphics
• Computer Data Files Entered and Verified
FAST, COURTEOUS, AND RELIABLE SERVICE
To Place Your Order Call or Write:
Word Processing Department
Resource Assessment Service
P.O. Box 321
Orono, Maine 04473
(207) 945-9828

•••
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Sports

Bast

by Jerry Tourig
Staff Writer

Men's track team wins state-title with ease
to slip into third-place in the 800. His
the award for the most outstanding per1:56.5 time was less than two seconds
former in the field events, won the long
behind Pickering's winning mark.
Vose
and triple jumps:. In the former,
fiwan used his treed terwin-the-Kfir=
The Men traCkream scored-in -19 Of
was oi
-il-ci —six inches awir ,tmm .the .
98
Alrarie
the 20 events and broke three state '5-year,
old state record or 23-8 1/2. Vose (22.7)and place second in the 100(11.0).
the
winning
on
legs
records to defend its Maine Invitational
__Cosian._aLso_rast.
came back later in the meet to win the51
State Meet title at Bowdoin College
UMO relay quartets.
Bowdoin
triple with a hop, skip and a jump of
Saturday.
Out of the three, however, it was
45-5. Vose was Maine's only double
•
Stvrna
and
the
shined
for
The . Black Bears, led by the perforRooks
who
.
winner.
R
37
Bates
mances of what coach Ed Styrna called
The other double-winner in the meet, Black Bears. Rooks did not decide he
his "cripples," .scored 98 points. The
was going to compete until Thursday,
was Colby's Tome Pickering who won
outleaned
hurdles
he
host Polar -Bears 15(1 barely matched
the 800 and 1,500-meter runs.Ticketing - but in the 110 high
32
Colby
Polar Bear Erik Gans to set a state
half of UMO'srotal for second-place.
was named the meet's most outstanding
record-of 15.3. Rooks said the word was
Bates College was third with 37 and the
performer in the running events.
_
Mules of Colby College were fourth (32).
unexpected.
•
Beaulieu did not win the pole vault,
Joe Quinn. who defended his hammer
"I was nervous because I didn't want
did
walking-woundedi
of
our
"Some
but his clearance of 12-6 earned him the
to hurt my ankle any more," Rooks throw title, and John Boucher (400 inStyrna said. "I didn't think all
runner-up spot. Beaulieu's teammate,
said. "I wanted to give it some rest, but, termediate hurdles) were also winners for
Tom Brutsaen, cleared the same height,
our injured people would hold up, but
Maine. Quinn threw 146-81
/
2 and
heck, I ran anyway.
they. did."
but Beaulieu was awarded second on
- "1 went into the meet saying if my Boucher ran 56.2.
The "cripples" that led the Black
fewer misses. Bowdoin's Pat Ronan won
Quinn also finished third in the discus
ankle hurt I wasn't going to run, but it
Bears were Tim Vose Peter Rooks, John
with a vault of 13-6.
wasn't that'bad, so I ran."
(139-9), Maine's-ltirt Turner tossed
Rooks, Cowan and Hays, the other
Cowan, Brian Beaulieu and Robin Hays.
143-8 us give him second Mille CYC11L.
Rooks joined teammates _Gary
For Vose and Beaulieu it was their first UMO "cripples,"had at least one meet
In the long jump Vose led a one-twoDawson and captin Jeff ShaM in
- ----competition since the indoor season end- -undeetheir belts, but injuries or illnesses.
evabtiofing • new ,i,„, ,.,„;-, ,-„.,,, ,.
isgi, Iforthe Black lkois. Betrimr--ed in early March, but they showed no have been slowing them down. Hays
Dawson (10,000) and Shain (shot pull Vose's winning leap, Tim Dyer placed sesigns of kinks Saturday. %rose, who won showed his speed in the last 100 meters
had set their's earlier in the Mit. Shain, cond (21-9) and Keith Smith was third
who tied the mark last year, heaved_ (21-2 1/2). Dyer also placed third in the
41Mlik
54-91
/
2 to break the old record by more - 100(11.1) and the .200 (23.4).
UMO also placed three people in the
than 12 inches. It was Shain's third conGeneral Alumni Association
secutive triumph in the outdoor Meet, high jump, Randy Merchant 46-2), Jack .
Leone
3/4)
placed
second
I, Phil Durgin (44-8
,.
,
. . (6-0) and Mike'
. Zanchi (5-10)
tidriiid Sliain -tOrUM
,e. d. rIii.,1 and fourth,
Dawson seemed to set the tone for respectively.
Wells Complex Lounge
LIMO when he broke away from the
The top four finishers in each event
pack on the second lap and ran away score. First-place gets five points, second
March 31 - April 30. 1985
with the win in the meet's first event, receives three, third gets two and fourth Dawson, who led most of last year's race, is worth -one-point.
but was outkicked at the end, did not
Other scorers for the Black Bears were
allow anyone Co come challenge him Mike Woodhead (hammer), Mike
Saturday as he won by 22 seconds in Simensky (steeplechase), Dan Crocker
(triple jump), Roy Morris (1,500), Greg
1 32:02.7.
"I said to myself I was going to run Letourneau (400), and Dan Martin (high
my own race and if anyone wanted to hurdles) in third-place; and in fourthstay with me. thae4 fine," Dawson place` were Shawn Hight (400), _Ray
said. "I felt that if I put ms faith in God Mileson (intermediate hurdles) and
things would go well."
Glendon Rand 15,000).
by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer

3

1985 NATIONAL STUDENT PHONATHON

1

YIANNI'S WEEK

Congratulations to the following
groups who "put themselves on the
line" to raise alumni $$$$ for UMO.

/

Salt Pond Community Broadcasting Presents

The 4th Annual NATIONAL STUDENT PHONATHON
Stiriday, April 21

Hockey
pledges 127 - $1,310

Monday, April 22

Dance
pledges 83 - $388

Tuesday, April 23

Friday
the 3rd

2 shows.
7:00 and
10:00 p.m.

Baseball
pledges 160 - $3.075

Wednesday, April 24

Men's Basketball
pledges 112 - $2,197

Thursday, April 25

Women's Athletics
pledges 138-$1,545

TOTALS FOR WEEK #4
Total to date

pledges 620 • $8,515
pledges 2,690 $28,360

The UMO General Alumni Association wishes to thank

YIANNI'S
this week s sponsor of volunteer awards
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Canadian Superstar

BRUCE COCKBURN
as seen on MTV with the hit song "If I Had A Rocket Launcher

In the intimate and most comfortable
Hauck Auditorium of the Memorial Union
Tickets are $9.50 for students, $10.50 for others
Available at the UMO box office M • F. 10 am. 1 p.m Also,
downtown Bangor at the Grasshopper Shop For reservation,
call 667 3281 in Ellsworth or 1 800 462-7616 from elsewhere
April 26th. Tom PaxtdroDifferent
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Baseball team cruises past St. Joseph's, 9-2
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer
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Back-up catcher Mike Verrill had an
inside-the-park home run and drove in
five runs to spark the LIMO baseball
team to a 9-2 win against the Si. Joseph's
College Monks Friday afternoon in No.
Windham.
Verrill's first collegiate Lome run in
the third inning came when his line drive
off ef Monk starter and loser Bob Mucci, went over the center fielder's head in
left-center. The fence in center field jets
out diaganally from left and the ball rolled to it with Verrill crossing Aome plate
in plenty of time.
The blast scored Bill McInnis, who
had doubled and Rick Bernardo, Who
walked, to give Maine a 4-0 lead.
"Mike did a real good job," coach
John Wink)n said. "He hit the ball hard
all day. He may help us against lefthanders — possibly could use him as a
DU (designated hitter).
"I've known he could hit and I'm glad
he's beginning to loosen up and get going."
Dale Plummer started for Maine and
got his fourth Win of the year against no
Josses. He went seven innings, gave up
four hits and one run, retiring the last
13 batters he faced. Mark Powers came
in to pitch in the eighth and worked the
last tWO inhings, giving up one hit and
one unearned run.
Plummer said it took a few innings to
-adjust to 'the- scift mound and as the
game went on he began hitting his spots
better
"I didn't really have my good

Launcher
Drtable
al Union

:et

others
1 p.m. Also in
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"I was real happy in getting a lot of
RBI," Verrill said. "It helped my confidence a lot — hitting-wise."
McInnis had a good day for the Bears
going 3-for-4 driving in a run and scoring two. Designated hitter Dan Kane,
who went 6-for-8 in the Husson doubleheader on Wednesday, continued his hot
hitting rapping out two hits in five appearances at the plate.
Juniorfirst baseman Rick Bernardo
played in the game after . missing the
Husson games and drove in two Ruts on
a single to center in the fifth and a
sacrifice fly in the ninth.
Bernardo said he felt a lot better on
Friday after being sick during the week

Catcher Mike Verrill hit his first collegiate home run and drove in five runs
to help the Black Bears beat Si, Joseph's on Friday, 9-2. (Lawes photo)
with a stomach virus, sore throat and
head cold.
The Black Bears were without regulars
Reynolds and shortstop Mike Bordick
because of time-conflicting exams.
The Bears begin a busy week Monday
when they play at Bowdoin College in
a single game and then travel to Pro-

vidence College for a double-header on
Tuesdey.
After an off-day on Wednesday,
Maine will play double-headers on
Thursday and Friday at the University
of New Hampshire before returning
home for two twin bills against the
University of Notre Dame Fighting Irish
this weekend at Mahaney Diamond.

Red Sox lose to K.C.,5-2
BOSTON (AP). -- Veteran Frank
White of the Kansas City Royals showed the Red Sox Sunday that their "book"
on him should be banned in Boston.
White hit two home runs in a game
for the third time in his I2-year major
league career as the Royals whipped the
Red Sox 5-2 despite a career high 12
'Giikcitlb'Bdton right-hander Den• nis "Oil Can" Boyd.
White, who also had a double, lined
his second homer of the season off the
light tower in the second inning and then
drilled his 90th career home run into the
screen in left-center in the sixth.
"I was trying to pitch him high
because he is a real good low ball hitter," Boyd said. "The first homer was
a fast ball up. The second was on a hanging slider up."
"I'm going l() hit the high fast
ball,' White said. "Boyd is a good
pitcher. -It'll be around for a while. But
begot his fast ball up a couple of times
and got hurt. On my double, though, the
ball was down around my knees and I
made good contact."

The Red Sox were left talking to
themselves as the Royals completed a 6-3
trip.
Boston left nine runners on base — including one on third and four on second.
But what hurt the most was having Jim
Rice, waved on by third-base coach Rene
Lachemann with none out in the eighth,
thrown out at the plate.
"He was thrown out by five feet and
I have no excuse," Lachemann said. "I
screwed up. I was entirely wrong. If I
held him, we would have had the bases
loaded and nobody out and we might
still be batting."
George Brett also had three hits, including a double, in Kansas City's II-hit
attack against Boyd, 2-1.
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Hilltop
April 29th - 4:30-5:30 p.m.
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stuff," Plummer said. "I was hitting
spots though. That was the key."
With the win. Maine extends its winning streak to 12 games and improves its
record to 27-13.
The loss dropped the Division III
Monks to 20-16. Mucci (2-3) went eight
innings, giving up eight hits, six walks
and seven runs to get the loss before giving way to freshman Rick Gouin, who
gave up two runs .in the ninth.
After St. Joseph's scored a single run
in the third making the score 4-1, Maine
plated two runs in the fifth and added
a single run in the seventh before scoring two runs in the ninth off of Gouin
to go home with a 9-2 win.
Verrill was in the lineup replacing starting catcher Bill Reynolds, who didn't
make the trip because of an exam. Verrill's only hit of the game was the homer
in the third but begot single RBI on a
fieler's choice in the seventh and a
sacrifice fly in the ninth.

York
April 30th - 8:30-10:00 p.m.
May 2nd - 4:00-6:00 p.m.
Estabrooke Bike
Room

B.C.C.
April 30th - 4:00-5:15 p.m.
Rental Truck
between Augusta
and Belfast Halls
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Three on hoop team get All-American honors
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer
Three members of the UMO women's
basketball program have been selected
for honors by the American Women's
Sports Federation.
Senior captain Emily Ellis, freshman
Liz Coffin and coach Peter Gavett all
were given honors following the program's most successful season, in which
the team finished second in the ECAC
Seaboard Conference and had a 21-9
overall record.
Senior Emily Ellis led the trio being
named honorable mention to the AllAmerican tearti following a season in
which the captain/forward averaged 18.8
points and 6.8 rebounds a game.

"I think she's been shortchanged over
the last few years," Gavett said, "for
many awards. I think it's partly due to
the University of Maine hasn't done real
well in Division I and she probably'
didn't get the notoriety that maybe she
should have."
Ellis started all four years at Maine
and holds 20-university records and is the
school's all-time leading women's scorer.
Coffin, the freshman forward from
Portage, was named as an All-American
Freshman, second team. In her first
season, Coffin led the team in rebounding with a 12.7 per game average, ranking her in the top 15 in the country in
Division I play.
"With Liz, the sky's the limit," Ellis
said. "She's such a developed player at

such a young age. She's going to do some
phenomenal things."
Coffin broke the school record for
most rebounds in a season totalling 381,
averaged 15.5 points a game and led the
team in steals with 62.
"Liz was head and shoulders above
everyone in New England as a
freshman," Gave", said. "It's kind of
a unique situation with Emily leaving.
Liz as a freshman, barring injury, is the
heir apparent to Emily.
"There is no question she's going to
be one of the great ones at the universiGavett, in his second season as the
Bear coach, directed the Bears to a
record 21 wins to earn him All-AmFrican
Coach and New England region coach
of the year.

Prior to being the women's basketball
coach, Gayest had served as an assistant
to men's coach Skip Chappelle for 10
years. Gavett also played in a Maine
uniform between 1970-73 and is the
school's seventh all-time scorer.
"Anybody on the team could tell you
that coach Gavett is the single most important reason why we've come so far so
fast," Ellis said.
"Professionally speaking, it's a great
honor" Gavett said. "It says a lot for our
program. It shows me that we're getting
to the level I hoped we would when I
took the job.
"It's a pat on the back but it is not no
much for me but for the team. If the
team hadn't dope well I wouldn't have
gotten the award."

Celtics disengage Detroit Pistons, 133_99
BOSTON(AP)— The Boston Celtics
Kevin McHale. "M11 hen Robert gets goDetroit, which swept away New, Jersey.
It was the Celtics' best game of the
charged in front in their National
ing like that and gets agressive offensiveplayoffs. They struggled to beat 3-0 in its opening round series to stretch
Basketball Association playoff series
ly, he really gives us a big lift.
Cleveland 3-1 in the opening round and its winning streak to eight garnes, will try .
with Detroit by running roughshod over--...-11/e were moving the ball well to get
to tie the best-of-seven Eastern Concouldn't get their running game going.
the smaller Pistons up front.
it inside." McHale added. "When we
ference semifinal here Tuesday night.
They ran early and often Sunday.
The frontcourt of the defending
got it inside, we got good position and
Boston's centers and forwards outscored
"Their guards can play the fastbreak
champions outscored Detroit's big men
when we get it in those positions, we're
game," said Boston guard Ray Detroit's frontline 106-42. Boston for106-42 and the Celtics outrebounded the
good at getting the ball in the hole.". Williams, "but our big guys run bettter
wards McHale had 26 points, Larry Bird
Pistons 59-33 to roll to a 133-99 rout
While Parish was outstanding, Detroit
than theirs, and I think that was one of 21 and Cedric Maxwell, in his best perSunday in the opener of their secondcenter Bill Laimbeer was outclassed. He
round series.
had one point, three rebounds and five
Boston center Robert Parish led the
fouls in 22 minutes.
"We had a good one, a real good one. Detroit had
inside pounding with 27 points and 16
- "We just played a horrendous
rebounds in just 35 minutes.
a bad one. There's nothing complicated about
game," said the four-year veteran. "1
"Robert's a great player. People seem
played probably my worst game as a
that."
to forget that," said Celtics' for ward
Detroit Piston."
— K.0 Jones, Celtic's coach
ono
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the things that hurt them, Robert and Kevin gettng up and down so well."
"We had a good one, a real good
one," said Boston Coach K.C. Jones.
"Detroit had a bad one. There's nothing
complicated about that. There's no big
strategy."
Detroit Coach Chuck Daly said there's
no magic strategy to control Boston's big
men.
"There is not a lot we can change,"
he said. "We tried fronting them. We
tried getting behind them. There are not
a lot of other things you can try."
Boston, which struggled though as
opening-round triumph over Cleveland,
bolted to an 11-point halftime lead.
Detroit came no closer the rest of the
way as the Celtics 34-point victory
margin was their largest lead of the
game.

Now Showing
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Elielund Properties
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formanc since knee surgery in February,
16. The Pistons were led by guard Isiah
Thomas with 23 points and Vinnie
Johnson with 20.
The Celtics opened a 35-25 lead late
in the first quarter, but Johnson's long
Jumper gave the Pistons their last lead
of the game 43-42 with 7:29 left in the
first half but Boston outscored Detroit
22-10 the rest of the period as the Pistons
managed just two field goals in the final
7:28.
Boston led 64-53 at halftime and
maintained the 11-point advantage at
74-63 with 7:50 left in the third quarter.
With all the scoring coming from the
front court, the Celtics went on a 14-2
tear to open an 88-65 bulge with 4:02 to
play in the third period.
They outscored Detroit 35-20_41-the
third quarter to take a 101-73 lead and
the advantage never dropped below 25
points the rest fo the way.
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